
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Viewing it in that odious light, it ____________________ with abhorrence
by the first Caesars.
1.

(reject)
had been rejected

True, during the last decades it ___________________ by many a
shadow.
2.

(cloud)
had been clouded

One of the cases containing valuable rings
_____________________________.
3.

(open/and/rifle)had been opened and rifled

Though she ________________ that he was not to come, instinct had kept
her there; or the pathetic, aching hope against hope which lovers never part
with.

4.

(tell)

had been told

I call them hoary, because they _________________ more than fifty years.5.
(build)

had been built

At the age of sixteen he was taken from a celebrated school in England at
which he __________________, and sent to a small French University, in
order that he might form an intimate and accurate acquaintance with the
grand language of the continent.

6.

(place)

had been placed

The gentry about showed them much kindness, and would have shown
them much hospitality if they ___________________.
7.

(allow)had been allowed

The crew detailed to execute this modest order in connection with the
destruction of the pirate vessel had not been gone a quarter of an hour when
word came back that the hidden treasure _________________.

8.

(find)had been found

The fleet now anchored opposite the ruins of the town where the women
________________ prisoners.
9.

(make)had been made

Peggy __________________ to present the rings.10. (choose)had been chosen

There, a deep arch ___________________ into the hillside.11. (scoop)had been scooped

Mina ___________________ for clerical life.12. (train)had been trained
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But all this ____________________________ a considerable splashing,
which had so far indicated his position to the men along the battlements.
13.

(not/do without)

had not been done without

It _____________________ that France and England might adopt those
concerted regulations of commerce for their West Indies, of which your letter
expresses some apprehensions.

14.

(suspect)

had been suspected

She would not say by whom he ____________________, but his murder
had never been avenged.
15.

(murder)
had been murdered

It seemed to me that all my life ____________________ to one perfect
point of rose-coloured joy.
16.

(narrow)
had been narrowed

The cot ____________________ by having three chairs piled with
pillows, set along the side.
17.

(enlarge)
had been enlarged

In fact Margaret and Mr. Lyon __________________ much together.18.
(throw)

had been thrown

It was said that fifty guineas ________________ for a single ticket.19. (pay)had been paid

This morning we were informed that he ________________ from the
temple, who knows where-and had left us a message of farewell.
20.

(send)
had been sent
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